Laparoscopic appendicectomy in a patient with Situs Inversus Totalis
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Summary: We report a case of acute appendicitis in a patient with Situs Inversus Totalis (SIT) successfully managed by laparoscopic surgery to highlight awareness of this rare condition and the diagnostic difficulties and technical considerations posed by this anatomical anomaly when conducting surgery.

A laparoscopic appendicectomy was performed with the patient in the supine position under general anaesthesia. The camera was inserted through a sub-umbilical 10 mm port that was placed using an open technique. An additional 10 mm trocar with a reducer was placed in the right lower quadrant and a 5 mm trocar into the right lower quadrant. Inspection of the peritoneal cavity confirmed the features of SIT and an inflamed left-sided appendix. The mesoappendix was isolated and divided using coagulation and the appendicectomy completed and the specimen removed through the right lower quadrant port (Figure 1c).

The postoperative course was uneventful and the patient discharged on the second postoperative day. Pathological examination of the excised appendix confirmed the diagnosis of acute appendicitis.

Discussion

True left-sided acute appendicitis (LSAA) develops in association with two types of congenital anomalies, namely SIT and midgut malrotation (MM). Situs inversus (SI) is a rare autosomal recessive congenital positional anomaly characterised by the transposition of the abdominal viscera which may be associated with dextrocardia known as situs inversus totalis (SIT).

SIT results in a mirror rotation of the abdominal internal viscera and transposition of the thoracic organs and occurs with an incidence in the population of only 0.001% with a male-to-female ratio of 3:2.¹ LSAA in the absence of SIT or MM may present as an atypical presentation of right-sided, but long appendix, which projects into the left lower quadrant. Until 2008, fewer than 10 cases of true LSAA associated with SIT were reported in the literature.²

After establishing the diagnosis of SIT, the surgical

---

**Figure 1a** : Standard radiograph showing transposition of thoracic and abdominal viscera
**Figure 1b** : CT-scan image of situs inversus showing liver in the left side
**Figure 1c** : Removal of inflamed appendix
options are the same as for normal patients. Laparoscopic appendectomy in SIT was first performed in 1998 by Contini et al. in a 34-year-old male patient. In a recent review of 95 cases of LSAA of whom 66 had SIT, laparoscopic appendicectomy was attempted in eight cases. In two of the eight cases there was conversion to an open procedure. Since then, laparoscopic appendicectomy has been performed in a total of 20 cases (12 with MM and 8 with SIT). Laparoscopy is useful both in establishing the diagnosis and in performing the definitive surgery, particularly so, as is the case with right-sided appendicitis, in females. The technique used in our case was conventional with three ports. However, single-incision multi-port appendicectomy for a patient with SIT has been reported.

Imaging is helpful in the diagnosis of LSAA as well as confirming SIT or MM. A plain abdominal radiograph or chest x-ray may show dextrocardia or a left-sided liver. Abdominal ultrasound can be useful in locating the position of the inflamed appendix. Cross-sectional imaging (CT or MRI) is superior in showing the extent of malrotation or completeness of situs inversus.

**Conclusion**

LLAA is rare and is generally associated with SIT and MM. Imaging and laparoscopy are helpful in resolving diagnostic difficulties associated with the conditions. These investigations allow the early intervention of LSAA and guide port placements during laparoscopic appendicectomy.
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